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You cannot hear a baby cry in the mother's womb
(African Proverb)

Questions regarding newsletter contents contact Sameerah 651/280-2331

AABC YOUNG LEADERS
ACTION COMMITTEE
(Y.L.A.C.)

Call to Action...

Digital art by Jen Mein

Graphics for Virtual
Spring and Fall Luncheons: Jen Mein

<jen@moxxim.com>
Artist Work Summary
Birth Summit and Spring Luncheon: Ann
Gomez<gerardagomez@gmail.com>

Visit www.
africanamericanbabies.org

Each one of us possesses
our own personal aspirations that we want to
achieve. Collectively integrated care health professionals dream of impacting medical systems
to operate more suitably
concerning the health,
future and well-being of
African Americans and
Indigenous perinatal
mothers and their infants! We have a lot of
work to do moving those
dreams into actions, for
mothers and healthcare
workers! We challenge
social barriers that daily
wreaks on our mothers’
souls causing hopelessness. At our luncheons,

History
Two seasons a year since 2018, Wilder AABC Integrated Care High Risk
Pregnancy (ICHRP) collaborates with Minnesota March of Dimes to show the
collective impact in the Twin Cities serving maternal and infants delivery and
health. The goal is to present projects to the community that target mothers
and encourages them to maintain consistent perinatal and neonatal care.
Many of the community project efforts are to raise the awareness about black
and Brown babies dying. Another motivation is building knowledge and
wisdom that is essential. Therefore, training the health care field to
understand culturally appropriate training which welcomes the mother’s interactions, traditions and communications, are the main ingredients of sessions
demonstrating ‘respect’ is relevant.

attendees have heard
from exceptional educators and experts, who
share what they’re doing
to impact individuals,
communities, and the
structures menacing our
family’s development.”
We call for broad support from policy makers,
advocates, allies, friends,
relatives and donations.
Join us, please…..
Take Action!!

Purpose
Science has shown that mothers trusting health care workers who authentically care,
promotes excellent outcomes
for them and their infants.
We are presently working on
gathering data from the Fall
Into Action to share. Preparation for the ‘Spring into Action
Virtual Luncheon’ in April
2021 is actively going on. Stay
tuned!
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COMMUNITY VOICES AND SOLUTIONS!!

Above are the summary and directions brown and black perinatal
workers want the system to move!
Few in the field now dispute that the black-white disparity in the deaths of babies is
related not to the genetics of race but to the lived experience of race in this country.

WILDER AABC BABY SAFE SPOTS
YOUNG LEADERS ACTION COMMITTEE (Y.L.A.C.)
A direct outcome from the Baby Safe Spots Forum was the organizing of Y.L.A.C. where Akhmiri Sekhr-Ra, Program Director at the
Cultural Wellness Center leads the Baby Safe Spots. Wilder AABC
Y.L.A.C. is a community arm supporting a network of young adults.
Through their guidance we learn how to reach the voices of multiple generations- from the Millennial’s, Z’s, and Alpha’s. The mission is to elevate the voices of young people from the Black and
Brown community through media, artwork, and events focused on
healthy mothers, children, families and communities. The purpose
here is to provide a leadership platform with strong young voices
focused on Black maternal health as a unit, outside of their daily
commitment to their employers and other volunteer service. This
group is a feeder of new creative thinking from and to multigenerations on the statistics, appropriate health care opportunities and child development. The Cultural Wellness Center and the
Wilder AABC Baby Safe Spot’s goal is to begin the work in January
2021.

BLACK BIRTH SUMMIT AND
BABY SAFE SPOTS FORUM
2019
September 17 and 18 2019,
Black and Brown Babies Safe
Spots and Wilder AABC coauthors contracted Phillip
McGraw of Browneyelens
Productions to create a documentary from the Summit
showing two levels of health
care professionals interacting. Health care clinics,
Minnesota Department of
Health and on-the-ground
health care workers gathered to dialogue on what’s
lacking, what’s happening,
and where change should be
made to improve birth disparities and infant mortality. In those days 200 individuals focused and centered
on mothers in perinatalpostpartum conditions, social determinants of health,
appropriate and sensitive
care, and the continued
invisibility of communities of
color and Indigenous communities in the design of
policies that hurt their families.

You can view the documentary
at https://youtu.be/
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U of M Alumna Studies Race and Health
WILDER AABC NEW GOALS
2021-2023
Supporting community to
change the trajectory!

1)HEALING VESSELS YOUTH
SUMMIT
2)WILDER PERINATAL CARE
CEU’S
3)FAMILY, FRIEND AND
NEIGHBOR CRISES CARE
TRAINING
-4) HIGH SCHOOL ON-LINE
PUBLIC HEALTH INTRO. CERTIFICATION

CONTINUATION OF
ESTABLISHED

There’s a statistic that U of M
reproductive and maternal health
researcher Rachel Hardeman
(M.P.H. ’11, Ph.D. ’14) often cites
for people:
“As a [Black] professional with
the highest degree I could
achieve, I am at greater risk of
having an adverse birth outcome—or of experiencing maternal mortality or morbidity—than
a white woman who hasn’t graduated from high school,” Hardeman says. “One of the things
white people sometimes use to
explain away health disparities is,
‘it’s poverty,’” she notes. But in
the reproductive health equity
field—in which Hardeman is a
leading light— the effects of
structural racism often transcend
socioeconomic status.
In July, Hardeman was awarded
an endowed professorship, funded by the Blue Cross Foundation,
in the U of M’s School of Public
Health Policy and Management
Division to expand her research
exploring how racism affects
health outcomes.
“My work is pushing folks to
make the connection between
structural racism and the social
determinants of health,” she
says. “The reason your ZIP code
matters for your health? [It’s] a
legacy of norms and ideologies
and policies that has dictated

your ability to purchase a home
in a certain community.”
Statistics propel Hardeman’s
work, including this national one:
“Black and American Indian babies are twice as likely to die in
the first year of life as white babies,” she says. “Black mothers
are three to four times more likely to die during or in the year
following childbirth.”

Read the full article
www.africanamericanbabies.
org
Dr. Rachel Hardeman

INITIATIVES AND
COMMUNITY
PROJECTS

Minnesota Department of Health
Forges a New Model of Community
MDH continually strives to have adaptive and responsive communications systems in place that can reach all Minnesotans. One way is
through the Community Contractor model of partnership. Thus far, as
part of the COVID-19 public health response, MDH has partnered with
more than 120 diverse media vendors and community-based organizations to engage people about health messaging as part of the COVID19 public health response.
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When Racism Literally Makes You Sick
Studies show a dramatic link between racism and
health outcomes that leaves people of color hurting.
Certain statistics haunt Minneapolis pediatrician and
internal medicine hospitalist Nathan Chomilo (M.D.
’09). “As a Black person, my risk of dying of COVID is
somewhere around 1 in 1,350,” Chomilo says. “And as
a Black man, my risk of dying at the hands of cops is 1
in 1,000 in my lifetime.” According to a study published
in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
last year, Black men do face a 1 in 1,000 chance of dying during a police encounter over their lifetime—a
rate more than 2.5 times higher than white men. Black
alumni like Chomilo point to the death of George Floyd
in May as a real-life example of that fear.
And with a national pandemic underway, Chomilo says
being Black also makes him more likely to have an adverse outcome should he become sick. In July, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reported
that Black and Latinx Americans are three times as likely as white Americans to contract the novel coronavirus, and twice as likely to die from it. (In Hennepin
County in Minnesota, the gulf is even larger: Black residents are over five times more likely to contract COVID19.) Chomilo says those statistics illustrate a widespread structural disenfranchisement for people of
color when it comes to health care and health out-

By Susan Maas
comes. His bleak assessment also underlines why he
believes racism is truly a threat to Black Minnesotans,
as well as to the health of other people of color.
'Protest absolutely necessary' (partial excerpt)
“When you look at the long haul and what are the biggest risks for me, my children, and my grandchildren,
protest [against racism] is absolutely necessary,”
Chomilo says. Just days after George Floyd’s death,
some 1,300 public health and infectious disease experts agreed. The signatories to an open letter to the
public published online in early June said that COVID19 was one more reason why the late May and early
June antiracism protests weren’t only justified, but essential.

Dr. Nathan Chomilo

Medical Director, Medicaid & MinnesotaCare
Minnesota Department of Human Services
Read the full article by logging on to
www.africanamericanbabies.org

What does DooDoo Baby mean? (clue: it’s an endearing slang for
nurturing a baby) Contest—ends January 31, 2020
Prize: Children's book or Baby Bag
Contact: Ebony.young@wilder.org
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Status, job titles, economics or education are not the determining
factor for healthy black pregnancies and births...

Dr. Chaniece Wallace, a pediatric chief resident at Indiana University School of Medicine, dedicated her career to
caring for young lives. She was excited to use that gift in her personal life too, as she and her husband were expecting a daughter due November 20.
"We had discussed all of the many possibilities of her bright future and the limitless paths she could follow," Wallace's husband, Anthony Wallace, wrote on a GoFundMe page, adding that his wife "had a special way of being
empathetic with her patients and making each one of them feel special."
But Wallace never got that chance, dying in childbirth after their daughter, named Charlotte Azaela, was born
prematurely via C-section, Anthony Wallace wrote Monday. Wallace had developed pre-eclampsia, a pregnancy
complication characterized by high blood pressure that's more common in Black women. "Chaniece fought with
every piece of strength, courage, and faith she had available," Anthony Wallace wrote. Wallace's death has roiled
both the local and national medical community, with colleagues demanding change to a healthcare system in
which maternal mortality rates are at least 2.5 times higher in Black women than white women. (www.—-http//
healthyblackpregnancies.org)

DID YOU KNOW?
Every year, 700 women die in the United States from problems related to pregnancy or delivery complications,
but two-thirds of these deaths are preventable. Recognizing urgent warning signs during and after pregnancy
and getting immediate care can save lives.
CDC’s Hear Her campaign encourages partners, friends, and family to really listen and take action when a pregnant or postpartum woman says something doesn’t feel right. Public health professionals can help prevent
pregnancy-related deaths by using and sharing these personal stories and Hear Her campaign resources, including graphics, videos, social media posts, and PSAs. https://www.cdc.gov/publichealthgateway/didyouknow
About Did You Know? Is a feature produced by CDC's Center for State, Tribal, Local, and Territorial Support to inform
your prevention activities. We invite you to read, share,
and take action! Subscribe!
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Integrated Care High Risk Pregnancy
Impact Team (ICHRP)
Who We Are Serving- A critical community
within Ramsey and Hennepin Counties, we are
a voice for prenatal and postpartum African



https://



healthyblackpregnan-

American maternal and child health for the

cies.org

Minnesota Department of Human Services In-



tegrated Care for High Risk Pregnancies (ICHRP)

appropriate prenatal and postpartum maternal
and child health care model and offering train-

651-266-1597


Wilder AABC ICHRP
NorthPoint ICHRP
612-767-9155



March of Dimes
jgorder@marchofdimes.o

651-280-2331


Initiative. We are implementing a culturally

Moms and Dad’s Club

rg


Cultural Wellness Baby
Safe Spots 612-721-5745

MN Community ICHRP
DIVA Moms

ing and technical assistance related to our

651-202-1116

model to launch other initiatives and advance



Open Cities ICHRP
Nu Divas 651-290-9258

existing health care organizations.

Sameerah Bilal-Roby, Director
Wilder African American Babies Coalition
and Projects
911 LaFond Avenue
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55104
Office phone: 651-280-2331
sameerah.bilal-roby@wilder.org
www.africanamericanbabies.org
facebook.com/africanamericanbabies

RECRUITMENT FOR

Spring 2021 Host
Trainers
Parents and Community
Members

Donations welcomed for

Health Care Workers

Wilder AABC contact

Teacher

ellen.cleary@wilder.org

Advocates/Faith


www.wilder.org




African American Perinatal Workforce and Parental Awareness
651-280-2331
Saint Paul Promise Neighborhoods (SPPN) 651-280-2076
Wilder Childcare Development 651-280-2600

